KEY PERFORMANCE
LEVERS IN YOUR BUSINESS
THE PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES OF BILLION DOLLAR CEOs

25

CEOS OF $BN+
DISTRIBUTION
COMPANIES HAVE
SHARED THEIR VIEWS ON WHAT
PERFORMANCE LEVERS THEY
ARE PULLING RIGHT NOW, WHAT
THEY ARE STRUGGLING WITH,
AND WHAT THEIR PRIORITIES
ARE FOR THE NEAR TERM1

1 The 25 CEOs who responded represent a broad sample across multiple sectors: from construction materials to
industrial gases, baked products, pharmaceutical and medical supplies, liquor and spirits, books, and metals.
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THESE ARE SOME OF THE
COMMENTS WE HEARD;
HOW MANY APPLY TO YOU?

SOME WERE FEELING
PRETTY GOOD …

“We spend most of our time on our operating model,
creating something new for our customers.”
“To differentiate, we focus on finding and providing
‘high-end’ services that complement the contractor or
integrator, such as help managing projects.”
“We are strong on customer and
competitor intelligence.”
“You need to know the customer and the landscape. We
have analyses of our competitors and ourselves tailored
for each market. Without understanding the market, it is
impossible to prioritize opportunities.”
“We spent $100 MM to be #1 on Google.”
“Our sales force’s ‘freedom box’ has gotten pretty small.”

MANY WERE
FRUSTRATED …

“Getting real cost-to-serve figures is still very tough, and
understanding profitability is still elusive.”
“We have too many complex processes – I need
to simplify.”
“Independents are popping up and they are much more
nimble. We are much slower to move, to execute. We
don’t have a fully integrated system … independents
manage their business much tighter than we do at a local
level, and all of our sites feel that local pressure.”
“Customer segmentation and customer value analysis
are too much fine tuning … I’m still trying to get delivery
right all the time.”
“Technical support for our sales force is not paying off.”
“We hired and fired two pricing consultants who came
in with off-the-shelf software and processes … still not
happy about pricing yet.”
“We would like to move quickly and we have capability
to do so, but organizational structure is a challenge – we
have all these operating companies.”
“Pricing and sales force effectiveness are both
difficult – our sales people are still paid on gross margin.”
“We spent a lot of money trying to change our
salesmen from order takers to partners, strategists
and consultants.”

BUT NEARLY ALL
WERE MAKING NEW
EFFORTS …

“Today, we are not that sophisticated, but we have set
up a pricing center of excellence driving segment-based
pricing and are using a pricing tool.”
“We are learning to ignore the boundary between
wholesale and retail.”
“We are just getting started with strategic pricing.”
“Segmentation is an opportunity for us. We have not
pulled it together: our bar has been too low.”
“We worked pretty hard in the past year to help our
customers understand their highest profit customers.
There are still some tools we think we can use.”
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CREATING A COMMON LANGUAGE AROUND PERFORMANCE
In Summer and Fall 2013, Oliver Wyman partnered with the National Association of Wholesaler-Distributors to invite
CEOs of billion-dollar B2B distribution companies to discuss the key performance levers in their business: what their
priorities are, where they are having difficulties and what success stories they might share.
To have a common language, we built the conversations around 10 key performance levers and
5 performance enablers at distribution executives’ disposal.
Exhibit 1: KEY LEVERS AND ENABLERS
LEVERS

1

2

3

4

5

Multi-local
competitor
strategies

Operating model
design and overhead
management

Sourcing and
vendor
management

Operational
performance
frontier

Customer
segmentation and
offer design

Acting smart,
locally, in diverse
competitive
environments

Adapting what you
do to what customers
will pay for

Controlling and
reducing
supply-side costs

Operating as close
as possible to
best practice

Discerning which
customers warrant
different offers

6

7

8

9

10

Strategic pricing

Multi-channel
routes to market

Marketing ROI

Customer value
management

Sales force
effectiveness

Developing
scientific pricing
solutions and
sales tools

Matching your
channels to
customer needs

Ensuring your
marketing efforts
yield the highest
impact

Knowing your best
life-time and
life-cycle customers

Focusing,
equipping and
empowering the
sales force to win
the right business

ENABLERS

11

12

13

14

15

Customer and
competitor
intelligence

Operational
cost and profit
intelligence

Systems and
infrastructure

People
and processes

Tools, metrics
and tracking

Developing a
mindset and tools
to know all you
valuably can

Knowing how you
make money, where
and why:
True North

Investing in the
right technology to
get things done

Deploying your
company’s key
asset as effectively
as possible

Knowing how well
you are doing all
the time

Which of these do you deploy effectively? Do you link levers together? Which of these do you struggle with? A
 nd where do
you not focus?
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We promised the CEOs we interviewed that the specifics of our discussions would remain
confidential. However, we have distilled a number of trends, initiatives and worries that
repeat across sectors. The purpose of this paper is to share that distillation, to discuss the
implications, and, especially, to draw some conclusions about what core initiatives still have
breakaway power for big B2B wholesaler-distributors.

THREE BIG IDEAS ON CEOs’ MINDS RIGHT NOW
1. BUILD CUSTOMER FOCUS AND IMPACT INTO EVERYTHING YOU DO, IN ORDER
TO CREATE STRATEGIC CONTROL
The primary focus for most CEOs we talked to was to create strategic control in their
business, and therefore much of our paper will address this topic. Examples include offer
differentiation, relationship levers, and a new tone of voice for sales, among others.
2

2. FIND THE RIGHT SET OF LEVERS FOR YOUR BUSINESS, AND GET SCIENTIFIC TO
CHALLENGE THE “LEGENDS” THAT STILL UNDERPIN BEHAVIOR
CEOs say that changing commercial behavior is the toughest challenge these days, and
most organizations need (scientific) proof to drive that change. Providing this proof and
effectively instigating change requires pulling levers in a “joined-up” way.
3. GET ONLINE AND MOBILE NOW FOR THE PARTS OF YOUR BUSINESS THAT
MATTER MOST, BUT CREATE DIFFERENTIATION TO COMPETE, AND WIN, AGAINST
ONLINE ENTRANTS
The world we are living in and the industry we are working in is shifting ground, fast.
In the new digital age, pulling the right levers to harness existing and new strengths is
even more important, so that when the dust settles, you are on top.

2 Strategic Control: A strength/position/capability that protects your business from successful competitive attack. It
can be built around an asset, a product/price position, a customer relationship lever, a reach or coverage capability,
or knowledge.
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1. BUILD CUSTOMER FOCUS AND IMPACT INTO
EVERYTHING YOU DO, IN ORDER TO CREATE
STRATEGIC CONTROL
B2B distribution businesses are hard to run and always have strong rivals. CEOs strive for
competitive advantage and strategic control, and those who have it work hard to keep it.
The levers and enablers in Exhibit 1 can form an integrated “playbook” that CEOs use to
create and exert strategic control. The elements are logically connected and linked, and are
most effectively deployed in sets rather than as distinct best practices.
For example, a robust customer segmentation will improve pricing and sales force targeting,
and a better understanding of customer lifetime value will help engineer service models to
avoid over-serving high cost transactional customers.
Exhibit 2 highlights the seven most-cited outcomes distribution CEOs are working on to
create customer impact, all involving more than one lever, all contributing to strategic
control. It is a diverse, inconsistent list of ambitions and aspirations that we have collected
into three categories: commercial, operational and mindset .
Exhibit 2: SEVEN SOURCES OF CUSTOMER IMPACT CONTRIBUTING TO
STRATEGIC CONTROL
COMMERCIAL
OPERATIONAL
Changing the customer experience Changing how we do things
around here

MINDSET
Changing what we think about

•• Service consistency
•• Customer stickiness
•• Consultative selling: a new
tone of voice

•• Finding “True North”
•• Brand

•• Connecting the back to the
front (via technology)
•• Being multi -/
omni-channel

How do you achieve strategic control?
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BEST EXAMPLE
COMMERCIAL:
CHANGING THE
CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

OPERATIONAL:
CHANGING HOW
WE DO THINGS
AROUND HERE

MINDSET:
CHANGING WHAT
WE THINK ABOUT

Service consistency

Service consistency is still elusive for many
distributors, but remains at the heart of the
customer’s perception of the distributor’s
brand. Some CEOs are taking bold actions to
achieve consistent and category-leading service
operations. AmazonSupply will use its best-inclass analytics to achieve near-100% fill rates, and
will soon deliver on the same day to more than
half of the US population; distributors need to
think of achieving similar standards.

A building products distributor built via a rollup is
shifting to a centralized operating model in order
to guarantee (and brand) a standard service offer
to qualifying customers.

Customer stickiness

Distributors are finding ways to make the
customer relationship like Velcro®. The key is to
become indispensable, and to raise the switching
cost, providing customers with those services
they value most and reducing the temptation
to switch.

A distributor serving private practice health
professionals is hosting thousands of its
customer’s web sites and managing ordering and
fulfillment for patients’ chronic needs, adding a
valued service to the customer and the patient,
raising switching costs for both.

Consultative selling:
a new tone of voice

Distributors are adapting selling approaches
to offer income growth to their customers by
helping them improve their businesses. Adding
value to customers will be an even stronger
differentiator in the emerging arena.

A wholesaler/franchiser distributing to hardware
and building supply retailers is offering different
layers of support through a sales force that acts as
a retail consultancy; franchise relationships range
from simple product sales through category
management and planograms up to branding and
competitive positioning in local markets.

Connecting the
back to the front
(via technology)

B2B businesses have always been about
connecting the front of the business to the back
(getting customers to value what you do). But
new tools and digital capabilities now create
powerful opportunities to better connect the back
of the business to the front (doing what you know
customers value) with systems, Big Data, and
new business models that impact not only the
supply chain, but also how the customer drives
the supply chain.

A distributor focused on a sector that makes
up 40% of all US retail sites is using new data
techniques to forecast orders, anticipate fill rates
and consolidate shipments to their customers
with a target to reduce a customer’s weekly
deliveries (disruptions) from an average of 40 to
20, or even 10.

Becoming multi-/
omni-channel

CEOs clearly see the buying behaviors of their
customers shifting, but the struggle to become
multi-channel can be a high investment, and
the right first steps are often unclear. There are
technical issues, links to the sales force’s shifting
role, and changes in processes and procedures
that have big impacts on what the customer
engagement model should be.

A parts distributor has been moving towards
an omni-channel presence for more than 10
years, getting an early start, going slowly, and
unrelentingly refining tools and procedures
(IT infrastructure, mobile apps, online account
management, etc.) to help respond to and
influence customers’ transaction expectations.

Finding “True North”

… Is difficult. Most CEOs continue to struggle
with an accurate reckoning of where and how
they make money, and therefore how best to
drive commercial activity. Many distributors
are working hard to understand cost-to-serve
dynamics, customer selection and servicelevel targets, and to find profit growth versus
volume growth.

A distributor serving a specialist leisure market
has refined and perfected its understanding of
customer, product and vendor profitability. The
long-term investment has paid off in a powerful
management tool, lending certainty to a set of
decisions that are still negotiated within many
distribution companies.

Brand

Brand supports growth by helping to attract and
retain customers, by creating credibility in new
product ranges or new markets, and by increasing
strategic control relative to powerful competitors.
It aligns individuals to the goals and objectives of
the organization, allowing businesses to recruit
and retain the best talent.
You want to be the first source customers
consider. But in the digital age, every customer
now has a voice (try using a search engine
to find out what customers say about your
company), and what customers say is shaped
by their experience. Developing a brand image
is, therefore, not only about making promises to
your potential customers, but about delivering on
your promises to existing customers.

A distributor now serving several kinds of sole
practitioner health professionals acknowledges
that its success in moving into subsequent
sectors very much depended on the power of
their brand in its original sector and its focus on
using the earned reputation for delivering on its
promises to win customers in new sectors. And,
as a very common example of this phenomenon,
also consider the immediate transfer of credibility
from Amazon to AmazonSupply, and its obvious
disruption potential in the B2B sector.
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2. FIND THE RIGHT SET OF LEVERS FOR YOUR BUSINESS, AND
GET SCIENTIFIC TO CHALLENGE THE “LEGENDS” THAT STILL
UNDERPIN BEHAVIOR
Feeling pretty good about operations after years
of constant effort, many CEOs are now focused on
improving commercial effectiveness, and are trying to
link several levers and enablers together. To be fair, most
seem to have learned this lesson through trial and error,
first trying focused fixes and then discovering that linked
efforts work better.
As evidence, the two levers that stand out as the clear
focus for the most CEOs are strategic pricing and sales
force effectiveness.
Strategic Pricing3: Strategic pricing is a priority for most
distributors, and a frustration for many of those. As the
numbers accumulate in this business (SKUs x Customers
x Sites) the task can appear too daunting. The bottom
line is that many distributors don’t invest enough to get
the available upside. Building better and higher impact
pricing mechanics requires a scientific approach to
customer value, cost dynamics and true profitability.
Engaging the business, particularly the sales force,
is crucial to achieve change, and building the right
processes and tools will raise the odds of success. It’s
hard work, but the upside is worth the effort. Few make
enough of one, so pricing remains a major challenge,
and seems scarier than it ought to be. There are some
successes and many disappointments with “off-theshelf” pricing software packages. The most successful
approaches appear to have involved expert help, a small
dedicated internal team, and tools built around how the
business wants and needs to work.
Sales Force Effectiveness4: Many CEOs are struggling to
understand what it takes to change sales performance.
While sales automation platforms create the appearance
of control and improved data, few CEOs tell us their
investments have actually driven sales productivity. Some
3 See our paper, Making Scientific Pricing Actually Deliver.
4 See our paper, The Sales Force Effectiveness Paradox.
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CEOs have concluded that they tried to manage sales
force change too far away from segmentation and offer
design. Sales force productivity, they have discovered,
is a result of a powerful commercial perspective, not the
driver, and so a more fact-based commercial foundation
is required. But the commercial answer is not enough – it
is critical to engage the whole business to create a “pull”
for change.
These two focus areas can be especially difficult. Our
interviews suggest many CEOs are either underinvesting in linking levers that underpin good decision
making in these areas, or over-investing in what they
believe will be a single lever fix.
For example, only 30% of our CEOs prioritized customer
segmentation and offer design, multi-local strategies,
and customer lifetime value. Those that did felt more in
control of their commercial efforts. We think this is why
“True North” seems so elusive to so many. You can’t get
there without the homework, and the homework is a
major commitment. But not enough CEOs link initiatives
via a central staff, common capabilities and smart
enough systems.
In our view, there is a growing recognition that commercial
effectiveness and operations management have been out
of balance for some time, and that while it has been easier
to focus on cost, the payback going forward is going to
be on managing the revenue side of the business. Pulling
these commercial levers requires “joined-up” thinking
that some CEOs are starting to embrace. That is where the
breakaway power will come from.
Which levers will drive strategic control in your business?
And which other levers and enablers will facilitate
your actions?

THE BEST “JOINED-UP” STORY WE HAVE HEARD SO FAR …
BUILDING ALL THE ENABLERS
One CEO did not want to talk about our levers and enablers framework (Exhibit 1), but
instead said, “Let me just tell you what I talk about with my top team …”
A LARGE REGIONAL
DISTRIBUTOR’S LANGUAGE
1. We are using technology to replace cost-to
-serve, in selling, operations, sourcing
everywhere we can.

OUR FRAMEWORK

13
Systems and
infrastructure

2. We are constantly updating our performance
models and perspectives, and we are getting
better at setting the right policies.

12
Operational
cost and profit
intelligence

3. We are doing everything we can to upgrade
our people and their skills. We lose some
to competitors so I know we are doing
something right.

14
People
and processes

4. Understanding local market strategies takes
time. We have a lot of them. Nothing is
happenstance – everything is centralized.

5. We are increasingly leaning towards
“closing” vs. “fixing” poor-performing
locations. We can often make them
better, but we can’t usually make them
good enough.

7

Multi-channel
routes to market

5

6

Customer
segmentation and
offer design

Strategic pricing

10

Sales force
effectiveness

11

1

Customer and
competitor
intelligence

Multi-local
competitor strategies

15

4

Tools, metrics
and tracking

Operational
performance frontier
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3. GET ONLINE AND MOBILE NOW FOR THE PARTS
OF YOUR BUSINESS THAT MATTER MOST, BUT CREATE
DIFFERENTIATION TO COMPETE, AND WIN, AGAINST
ONLINE ENTRANTS
A great deal is changing in B2B distribution: the internet and mobile devices are the
big disruptors.
Distributors are placing more emphasis on digital/multi-channel interactions, because that’s
what customers expect. Many have been slow to respond to these expectations and some will
continue “business as usual” for a while yet.
Most sectors are dramatically consolidated versus even five years ago, and digitally enabled
business models are emerging as the new competitive threat. A number of vendors have
spotted the disparity between customer expectations and distributor offerings, and are going
direct to the end user, digitally. New entrants and new alliances will likely take a significant
proportion of the market where online is most applicable, driving laggard incumbents down.
The pace and depth of the impact on different B2B sectors depends on a number of
characteristics: even the most “protected” sectors will lose parts of their customers’ baskets.
And parts of their volume and margin mix.
Exhibit 3: SECTOR CHARACTERISTICS INFLUENCING THE PACE OF DISRUPTION
EARLIER IMPACT

LATER IMPACT

High

Margin-to-weight ratio

Easy

Complexity of handling and shipping

A little

Technical guidance required

Broad

Range of products in customer basket

Easy
Fragmented

Ease of digitizing value-added services
Fragmentation of vendors and customers

Low
Complex
A lot
Narrow
Hard
Concentrated

Where does your product range fit?

Given this new competitive landscape, smaller differences in performance will matter
more than ever before. There will be breakaway opportunities for incumbents who provide
a strongly differentiated offer while keeping their prices in touch with online vendors
(AmazonSupply, Google Shopping for Suppliers5). That’s why the key performance lever
choices are so important.
The situation has similarities with Walmart’s disruptive entry into grocery: while many
incumbents suffered and some closed, one focused on differentiation (quality, range,
freshness) while keeping prices within 10% of Walmart’s. This grocer actually succeeded in
increasing their market shares.6
5 See our paper, Amazon & Google in Wholesale Distribution.
6 See our paper, Cutting Prices without Cutting Profits.
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OUR CONCLUSIONS FROM “YOUR INTERVIEWS”
•• Your competitive arena is changing fast – and the pace is accelerating:
−− AmazonSupply has tripled its SKUs to more than 1,300,000 within a few quarters,
and Google Shopping launched a beta service for suppliers.
−− In time, even the most “protected” sectors are going to be vulnerable. An escalation
of capability is a requirement for existing players: some will thrive, but at the expense
of other long-established companies.
•• Our interviews suggest that CEOs find the 10 levers and 5 enablers a compelling way
to think about their business. While our words may be a little different, the ideas are
the same. The CEOs who are most comfortable have crafted a thoughtful, “joined-up”
sequence of the most powerful levers and enablers for their competitive situation.
•• To continue your self-examination:
−− What matters most in your business?
−− Which of your particular products and services are most vulnerable?
−− Who else is chasing your customers?
−− What is most important, first?
•• From our interviews we saw innovations across our levers and enablers, innovations
that are truly leading edge. But you may need to look outside of your sector to find truly
best-in-class examples of innovation, and understand how you can adapt those actions
to your business.
•• Two big conclusions dominate our thinking after these interviews:
−− While all of our interviewees continue to manage operations closely, the goforward focus has shifted decidedly to commercial efforts: pricing and sales force
management, and a growing recognition that the adequate underpinning of those
two efforts requires True North.
−− There is a loud alarm ringing about getting online and getting mobile. Even last
year’s skeptics are now aware that multi-channel and omni-channel models are
already having an impact.
•• Finding your most important focal points among our catalog of levers and enablers is a
powerful way to take the initiative, and possibly the lead. You can break away by doing
better what is most important in your business versus your competition. You don’t have
to be a lot better to gain a substantial advantage. The winners will win at the margin,
by being a little better at the most important things for their customers, and being
competitive at everything else.
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